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“Statistical thinking will one 

day be as necessary for 

efficient citizenship as the 

ability to read and write." 

H G Wells (1886-1946) 
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1. Introduction  to:

2010: INE started to work on a Statistical

Literacy initiative

- help people to become familiar with some basic concepts and

so enhance the proper use of statistical information

- raise awareness of the statistical activity undertaken by the INE
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Objectives



• addressed to teenagers and adults

• no distinction between teachers and pupils 

• very focused  on visual (IneDifusion Channel) 

• modular structure

Characteristics 
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1. Introduction  to:

https://www.youtube.com/user/INEDifusion
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What we mean by “more than a learning platform”
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Partnerships which promote Official Statistics

a) Autónoma University of Madrid:

a group of students  works in “Explica”. 
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Partnerships which promote Official Statistics

b) Complutense University of Madrid and the Spanish Society 

of Statistics and Operations Research:  the Statistics 

Olympics. It is an award competition in statistics, which aims 

to:

• promote curiosity and interest in statistics 

• encourage teachers in the use of new materials 

(by promoting the use of real data)

• show the role of statistics in various aspects of 

society 

• promote teamwork and collaboration.
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What we mean by “more than a learning platform”

Recognition by the Spanish media: Expansion Award

“Explica tries to 

increase statistical 

culture in society by 

allowing a better 

use of information"

“it brings official

statistics closer 

to the non-expert  

public and, 

specially to the 

education 

community."
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• School Visits

• "Your opinion is 

important to us"

What we mean by “more than a learning platform”

Taking into consideration public opinion
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4) Inside  INE 

• profound change in the level of organisational culture

• transformation in the way professionals at the INE think:

2. What we mean by “more than a learning platform”

not only in disseminating 

statistical information, but 

also in teaching it
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inspire

WHY?      Increase 

spread

Marketing is the process of creating awareness 

among users of our products and services.

3. “Explica” as a Marketing tool
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the use of statistics
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4. How videos help to promote values of official 

statistics

What is the European Statistical System promotes the values 

and quality of  ESS

helps to increase the visibility and image of the ESS, while 

increasing users´ trust in official statistics. 

Quality principles at INE-Spain 

highlight the importance of the principles of the Code and at the 

same time we promote the Code.

Statistics are about everyone

conveys the idea that official statistics are a public good with 

useful data. It is intended to increase the awareness of our 

production. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKl038mCHc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70WVMKaAHkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jucoP4VB_3QA
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4. How videos help to promote values of official 

statistics

A day in figures  and If Spain were a village

show the usefulness of official statistics in reflecting the society 

in which we live

Statistical Secrecy and Microdata files:  Statistical pills

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siS3GM1GTmU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uei7YcF1SOc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OF31dw8OF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5_a5VYDuHY


We decided to produce 

shorter videos

Experience  +

Users feedback +

Studies + 

“Less is More” principle

4. How videos help to promote values of official 

statistics
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It is a micro video (of less than 60 seconds) which

shows certain knowledge related to a Statistical topic

Basic  statistical concepts (proportions, rates,...)

Official Statistics definitions and procedures.

4.1 What is a statistical pill?

4. How videos help to promote values of official 

statistics
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blgROIfDJcE&index=6&list=UUdvhU6sA5J0vIbs70xxxoAQ
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reach new users

Trough Explica increase the visibility of our  statistical 

operations                                                                

enhance statistical literacy 

5. Conclusion
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Promoting 

statistical 

literacy
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Official 

Statistics 

are being 

promoted



Conclusion
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Thank you for your attention!
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